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Over the last few years that we’ve been producing this
newsletter, seldom have we observed a period as muted as the
past two months with regards the volume of outbound
investments made by Indian companies.
Nevertheless, large Indian pharma continued its march in the US
market with Cipla having made its first acquisition in the country paying over half a billion US dollars in cash for two pharma
players. India’s flagship pharma multinational, Sun Pharma, also
kept pace with its strategic foray in niche therapeutic segments
in the US market, garnering a small ophthalmic business. Both
these came on the back of Lupin’s near billion dollar acquisition
of Gavin earlier in July.
Acquisition of overseas natural resources by Indian companies
both public and private was back on the outbound radar. Stateowned ONGC Videsh found itself hunting in Eastern Siberian oil
fields picking up a minority stake in one run by Russian Stateowned Rosneft. Far away In Africa, Essel Group has been
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acquiring oil fields and broadening its mining portfolio in deposits such
as potash and sylvite in Eretria.
The growth of e-commerce in India and valuations of associated
companies has meant that these companies have cash to burn - to
either grow inorganically or to lap up talent and technologies.
Marketplace major Snapdeal’s latest US acquisition is aimed at doing
just that - acquire technology and talent to spruce up its sellers’
platform. Indian IT firms are also evolving business strategy and
moving away from a pure outsourcing model to one that aims to tap
revenues from integrated technologies - social media, mobility,
analytics, and cloud. Consolidating this strategy, Sonata Software
was in the US, shopping for an enterprise mobility technology
provider. While “Make In India” remains a war cry for domestic
consumption, Indian manufacturers - Hero Cycles and Symphony
Coolers were busy consolidating market access and integrating their
respective supply chains in Europe and China.
The lull of the past two months not withstanding, what India is keenly
keeping a watch on over the next month is the State election in Bihar.
Till then...au revoir.
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Sun Pharma To Buy US-based Eye
Care Firm InSite
In its move to establish a branded ophthalmic business in the US,
Sun Pharmaceutical Industries Ltd has agreed to acquire USbased eye care company InSite Vision Inc in a deal worth USD 48
million, excluding related debt
and other transaction costs.
An indirect subsidiary of Sun
Pharmaceutical has entered into
an agreement and a plan of
merger with InSite Vision under
which it will start a tender offer
for all the issued and
outstanding common stock of
InSite Vision at a price of USD
0.35 per share in cash, a 30 per
cent premium to the implied
price per share.
For the six-month period ended June 30, 2015, InSite had
registered revenues of USD 3.8 million, an EBITDA loss of USD
6.4 million and a net loss of USD 7.5 million.
InSite Vision focuses on developing specialty ophthalmic products,
including three late stage programmes. The firm has developed
DuraSite and DuraSite2, drug delivery platforms that are capable
of extending the duration of drug retention resulting in lower
dosage frequency and potentially enhanced efficacy. It has also
developed a pipeline of late stage clinical candidates and recently
filed a New Drug Application (NDA) with the US FDA for BromSite
for treatment of inflammation and prevention of pain associated
with cataract surgery.
The latest deal adds to another transaction in June 2015 when
Sun Pharma signed an in licensing agreement of Xelpros
(Latanoprost BAKfree eye drops). The acquisition is expected to
be completed by the end of this year.

TAM International
Acquires Thai Electronics
Firm Abaj
New Delhi-based logistics company TAM
International Pvt Ltd, has acquired Thailand
-based electronics firm Abaj World for an
undisclosed amount. As part of the
acquisition, Nirav Patel, founder and
promoter of Abaj Electronics, will join the
board of TAM International.
Abaj will merge its entire operations into
TAM International and Patel will drive the
technology and sourcing of specific
products for Surpluss.in and Bizpluss.in –
both are online retailers for refurbished and
unboxed products run by TAM. Bizpluss,
which started operations January this year,
is an e-service platform which puts the
distribution and retail business on cloud.
Abaj provides a range of HD televisions that
are sold in Gujarat, Tamil Nadu,
Maharashtra, Chhattisgarh, Madhya
Pradesh and Maharashtra.
Acquiring Abaj Electronics is expected to allow
TAM International to offer a broader range of
services to its customer base, increase
customer engagement and enter a growing
adjacent marketplace. Abaj’s presence in the
international market is also expected to
accelerate TAM’s geographical reach.
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ONGC Videsh Acquires Minority
Stake In Russian Oil Field
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Cipla To Acquire Two USbased Pharma Firms

Indian drug major
ONGC Videsh Ltd, the overseas investment arm of India's
Cipla Ltd has agreed
largest oil and gas explorer Oil and Natural Gas
to acquire two USCorporation, has decided to acquire a minority 15 per cent
based
companies
equity stake in the largest Russian oil producer Rosneft's
I n v a G e n
Vankorneft oil field in Siberia. While financial details of the
Pharmaceuticals
Inc
and
Exelan
Pharmaceuticals Inc
deal remain undisclosed, industry estimates point to
figures in the range of USD 1.3 billion. The acquisition is for around USD 550 million in cash.
expected to be completed by mid 2016.
The second largest overseas deal by an Indian
The Vankorneft oil and gas condensate field is Russia's pharma player has been routed through the
second biggest in Turukhansk district of Krasnoyarsk firm’s UK arm Cipla EU. Cipla is reportedly to
territory. The daily production from the field is around pay USD 500 million for InvaGen and USD 50
442,000 barrels per day (bpd) of crude oil on an average million for Exelan. The transaction is expected
with ONGC Videsh's share of daily oil production at around to be completed by the end of this calendar
year, 2015.
66,000 bpd.
The acquisition of the two companies will help Cipla
strengthen its presence in the US generic markets
through a wide range of products portfolio in CNS,
CVS, anti-infectives, diabetes as well as other value
added generics. These acquisitions are Cipla’s
In 2013, ONGC Videsh, along with Oil India Ltd acquired first such move in the US market.
Videocon Industries’ 10 per cent participating interest in
Rovuma Area 1 Offshore Block in Mozambique for Founded in 2003, InvaGen has a manufacturing
nearly USD 2.5 billion and the same year it signed base in Hauppauge, NY, and a US-based R&D
definitive agreements to acquire 12 per cent participating unit. While InvaGen is expected to provides Cipla
interest in Block BC10 in Brazil for USD 529 million as with access to large wholesalers/retailers in the US
part of a stake sale by local energy giant Petrobras. In and about 40 approved ANDAs, 32 markets products
2008, ONGC Videsh had bought Russia focused and 30 pipeline produces (expected to be approved
over the next four years), Delaware-based Exelan is
Imperial Energy for USD 2.1 billion.
expected to provide access to the Government and
institutional market in the US. InvaGen has also filed
five first-to-file products that represent a market size
of around USD 8 billion in revenue by 2018.

At present, ONGC Videsh has 36 projects in 17
countries that produce 167,000 barrels of oil and oil
equivalent gas per day and has total oil and gas reserves
of about 647 mmtoe as on March 31, 2015 .

InvaGen’s turnover stood at USD 190 million in 2014
while that of Exelan at USD 28 million.
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Snapdeal Acquires US Online Advertiser Reduce Data
Online marketplace, Snapdeal has acquired US-based Reduce Data Inc, a startup that
runs a programmatic display advertising platform, for an undisclosed amount. As part of
the deal, the engineering team at Reduce Data spread across the U.S., the U.K. and
India, including its Silicon Valley-based founder Asif Ali will join Snapdeal.
With this acquisition Snapdeal aims to build a discovery platform for over 200,000 sellers on its marketplace. Set
up in 2012, Reduce Data has its India presence in Chennai and helps develop software for advertisers to identify
and eliminate wasted ad spend in an effort to improve their campaign ROI .

Symphony To Acquire Chinese Business of Sweden’s Munters AB
Ahmedabad-based air cooler manufacturer, Symphony Ltd, has signed an agreement to acquire China-based
Munters Keruilai Air Treatment Equipment Guangdong Co Ltd (MKE) for nearly USD quarter million.
MKE was formed as a JV between Sweden's Munters AB and Dongguan Keda
Electrical & Mechanical Equipments Co in 2011. The local partner's stake was later
acquired by Munters. The company produces energy-saving evaporative air coolers
under brand name Keruilai and expects to end 2015 with revenues of around USD 10
million. The firm employs around 140 people. MKE is a debt free company and has a
leased manufacturing unit in Dongguan in China.
Munters is part of Nordic Capital and has been looking to sell MKE as part of its strategic shift out of the heating
products business. It had created MKE as a complementary business to this heating segment. For Symphony, this is
the second overseas acquisition after having acquired Mexico-based IMPCO, a company founded by Adam Goettl,
the inventor of the air-cooler. Symphony had diversified in various consumer durables in the 1990s but retuned its

Essel Group Acquires African Potash Mines
Essel Group Middle East (EGME), the Dubai-based arm of Essel Group through its affiliate Interu
Mining and Trading has acquired Bada Potash Exploration License in Danakil Depression, Eritrea,
for an undisclosed amount. This license area is 150 kilometres Southeast of the capital city of
Asmara.
With this acquisition, Essel has broadened its mining portfolio of key assets in Eritrea, specifically, the Danakil mines
which are rich in potash and sylvite deposits along with the mines proximity to mass transit points. Earlier this year,
Essel Group had acquired oil reserves in the sub-Saharan region. The Group signed an agreement with Canadian
firm Simba Energy Inc to pick a 60 per cent stake in its African oil and gas exploration projects for an undisclosed
amount. Simba’s operations were spread in Chad, Kenya and Guinea.
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Hero Cycles To Buy Controlling Stake In UK-based
Avocet
The world's largest cycle manufacturer, Hero Cycles Ltd has agreed to acquire a
controlling equity stake in the UK-based cycle distributor Avocet Sports Ltd for an
undisclosed amount. The move is aimed to mark Hero’s entry into the European market.
Avocet is one of the top three distributors of bicycles, e-bikes, bicycle parts and accessories
in the UK and has existing retail relationships with retailers such as Tesco, Halfords, Asda,
Shop Direct and Amazon. Avocet offers a range of products, including hybrid, folding, road,
children's, mountain, BMX and roadster bikes. Its brands include Viking, Coyote, Rooster,
Ryedale, Concept and Riddick.
Last year in August, Hero Cycles agreed to invest nearly USD 20 million in loss-making
German bicycle firm MIFA (Mitteldeutsche Fahrradwerke AG), as part of a multi-tier deal
which would give Hero Cycles around 47 per cent in the Frankfurt Stock Exchange-listed
MIFA. However, the deal was called off due to non-fulfillment of a condition of the
agreement by the company.

Sonata Software To Acquire US-based Halosys
Sonata Software Ltd, an IT consulting and software services firm has signed a definitive
agreement to acquire US-based Halosys Inc for USD 5 million. Sonata will pay an upfront
amount of USD 2 million and the rest will be paid over the ensuing three years.
Halosys is an enterprise mobility technology provider founded in 2007. The firm provides a
single unified enterprise mobile platform that enables businesses build, secure, manage and
deploy an enterprise wide mobile applications portfolio. For Sonata, the acquisition is in
continuation of its strategy to invest in IP to drive services growth.
While Sonata Software is focused on solutions for travel, retail and CPG verticals driven
through integrating technologies such as omni-channel commerce, mobility, analytics and
cloud, Mobility has been the focus area of investment over the past two years for Sonata.
Last year Sonata acquired a controlling stake in California-based Rezopia Inc, a cloudbased SaaS travel IT solutions for an undisclosed amount.
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SOUTH CAROLINA
SHOW 2015

INDIA

INVESTMENT

ROAD

As the Official India Representative of South Carolina Department of
Commerce, T&A Consulting participated and assisted on their annual
Investment Road Show in India from October 5th to October 14th. The road
show was spread across cities of Chennai, Bangalore, Mumbai, Chandigarh
and Delhi. During the visit T&A organized B2B meetings with the top
management at companies across industries such as Aerospace, Engineering
& Manufacturing, Logistics, Automotive, Textile and Pharma. South Carolina
Department of Commerce also organized High Tea Events along with CII, IACC and FICCI.
For investors, the road show provided opportunities to learn about incentives offered by the State and its various
counties. They also interacted with subject matter experts as well as senior U.S. Government officials about
business needs and investment objectives.
The number of Indian companies operating in the US today is more than 200 from an estimated 85 in 2005.

T&A PARTICIPATES IN FIRST SELECT USA INDIA
ROAD SHOW
Select USA’s India Road Show was held from October 13 to October
16, 2015. Organised by the United States Commercial Service, the
four-city road show spanned New Delhi, Mumbai, Chennai and
Kolkata. The road show connected Indian investors with Official
Representatives

from

several

U.S.

Economic

Development

Organizations, as well as American experts in various subjects, in an
effort to promote Foreign Direct Investment into the United States.
The seminars attracted over 100 senior executives in each city,
where in participants learned about investment visas, legal and
financial issues, investment opportunities and successful investment strategies.
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T&A ORGANISES SOUTH
DELEGATION INDIA VISIT

AFRICAN

BUSINESS

This visit was part of the University of Witwatersrand, International Executive Development Programme to strengthen
business and diplomatic relations between India and South Africa. A group of about 40 executives from South Africa
visited New Delhi from 30th August to 1st September. The International Executive Development Programme is the
flagship programme of the school and has been entrenched as the foremost programme of its kind in South Africa.
The objective of the visit was to expose WBS executive students
to concepts and ideas as well as practical business operational
realities in India with the purpose that business and personal
links be established, creative new concepts be engaged with and
lessons and insights be gained from the Indian approach of
doing business. T&A Also organized a 2-day industry visit for the
delegates, which involved visit to an Automobile plant, Real
Estate Construction site, Startup incubation center, and Free
Trade Warehousing zone.
Mr Tarun Gupta, CEO T&A Consulting delivering presentation
on Doing Business in India to over 40 business delegates
from South Africa
Mr Tarun Gupta, CEO T&A Consulting with Mr Drikus Kriek,
Associate Professor, Wits Business School, South Africa
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Contact Us
Give us a call for more
information about our services
T&A Consulting
1400 A, 14th Floor, Devika
Towers, 6 Nehru Place, New
Delhi – 110019 India
+91 (0) 11 41709326
+91 (0) 11 40546760

T&A Consulting is a boutique advisory firm headquartered out of
New Delhi (India). We identify outward investment opportunities
from India with focus on certain key sectors and also provide
consulting & operational support to overseas companies aiming
to enter the Indian market

contact@insideindiatrade.com

Visit us on the web at
www.insideindiatrade.com

LOOKING FOR INVESTMENT OVERSEAS? CONTACT US!
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